Introduction and Definitions
In this paper we use the standard definitions and notations of the value distribution theory [2] . Let and be two nonconstant meromorphic functions and ∈ ℂ ∪ {∞}. We say that and share the value CM (counting multiplicities) if the zeros of − and − coincide in locations and multiplicities. If we do not consider the multiplicities, we say that and share the value IM(ignoring multiplicities). We say that and share a function CM or IM if and only if − and − share 0 CM or IM. For ∈ ℂ ∪ ∞ , we denote by ( , ; ) the counting function of all the -points of and by ( , ; ) the corresponding one for which the multiplicity is not counted. For a positive integer , we denote by ( , ; ) the counting function of -points of , where an -point of multiplicity is counted times if and only if ≤ and times if and only if > .We denote by ( , ) any quantity satisfying ( , ) = { , } as → ∞ possibly outside a set of finite linear measure. If ( , ) = , for a meromorphic function = , then is called small function of . Definition 1.1. [3]Let be a nonnegative integer or infinity. For ∈ ℂ ∪ {∞}, we denote by ( ; ) the set of all -points of where an -point of multiplicity is counted times if ≤ and + 1 times if > . If ( ; ) = ( ; ), we say that and share the value with weight . The definition implies that if and share a value with weight then 0 is a zero of − with multiplicity (≤ ) if and only if it is a zero of − with multiplicity (≤ ) and 0 is a zero of − with multiplicity m(> k) if and only if it is a zero of − with multiplicity (> ), where is not necessarily equal to n. We write and share ( , ) to mean that and share the value with weight . Clearly if and share ( , ) then and share ( , ) for all integers , 0 ≤ < . Also we note that and share a value IM or CM if and only if and share ( , 0) or ( , ∞) respectively. If is a small function of and , then and share with weight means that − and − share the value 0 with weight . In 1996 Fang and Hua [4] If is a constant then substituting = in (3.2) we get
